
 

Health Workgroup Minutes 
 
DATE:  Wednesday, June 19, 2019 
TIME:  9:00 AM – 11:00 AM 
LOCATION:  Joint Office of Homeless Services 

Conference Room  
721 SW Oak Street, Suite 100 
Portland, OR 97205  

ATTENDEES: Ruth Adkins, Nui Bezaire, David Caress, Rachel Carlson, Joshua Crites, Erin Fisher, Janet 
Hamilton, Celia Higueras, Nikki Howard, Liv Jenssen, Maggie Judd, Kristin Kane, Lori Kelley, 
Heather Lyons, Sil Pieniovi, Mike Savara, Claudia Schroeder, Kerri Slingerland, Jami 
Thanos, Ellen Velez 

MEETING DISCUSSION 
 
● Welcome & Introductions 

○ Liv Jenssen, Multnomah County Dept. of Community Justice (DCJ), called the meeting to order. 
 

● Program Highlight: Metro HomeShare 
○ Andrew Brown, Metro HomeShare, appeared before the workgroup to discuss the program he 

oversees. HomeShare is a division of Ecuminical Ministries of Oregon that is dedicated to 
matching low-income individuals, many who are without housing, with homeowners that are 
looking for a tenant to help them keep their homes. Andrew framed that the program is about 
creating affordable housing in already-existing homes. 
■ The methodology of their program is centered on creating space around individuals willing to 

open their homes to this kind of opportunity, and then fostering relationships with home 
seekers. 

■ Andrew explained that the program is deeply affordable, specifically aimed at 50% Median 
Family Income (MFI) and below, for both the seeker and provider. He cautioned against the 
impression that this is simply homeowners showing grace in sharing their homes, when in 
reality, the need is mutual. 

○ Andrew posited that the program helps unlock the large portion of the Portland area housing 
market in lieu of building new housing. The program approaches housing providers directly to 
help develop the space, necessary services, and determine appropriate rent levels. Rent for 
seekers is typically between $500 and $700 a month, depending on what the homeowner needs 
to be able to keep their home. 

○ Andrew asked if any members know of an opportunity to work in partnership with other 
organizations involved in similar work. About 80% of the business HomeShare conducts is low 
barrier, low acuity placement. They also work with Veterans and individuals re-entering from 
incarceration to try and find suitable living situations. Some added options they are exploring 
include people that require light-touch support services for housing.  

○ Janet Hamilton, Project Access Now, asked, “Do we know how many in single-family housing are 
at that income level?” 
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■ Andrew did not have data to provide for that question. Paul Stark, JOHS, cited a HUD report 
which states there are approximately 56,000 households in the Portland region between 
0-50% MFI which do not receive assistance and have severe housing conditions.  

○ Andrew shared that for their placements, people do sign lease agreements and a background 
check is performed on all providers and seekers of housing. A lease agreement team in 
Washington County assists in drafting agreements for people placed there. If any dispute arises 
after signing those agreements, HomeShare utilizes Resolutions NW for Multnomah County and 
Dispute Resolution Center for Washington County to provide mediation. 

○ Janet followed up by asking, “Do you support the homeowner with legal costs if a mediation 
doesn’t go well?” 
■ Andrew explained that HomeShare doesn’t have the resources to support both sides in a 

dispute, which is why they work with third parties to assist. Andrew added that they’ve never 
had a situation get that severe, and that they provide extensive information and referral, as 
well as the tenant/landlord handbook. 

○ Several workgroup members inquired about how background checks are performed in the 
HomeShare program. 
■ Andrew responded, “We rule out things like elder abuse, fraud, substance production, and 

identity theft. Most of the housing we’re placing people in are with seniors and older people. 
We don’t recognize a difference between the provider or seeker in the checks, understanding 
that safety is a mutual need.” 

○ Liv Jenssen asked, “If you had a home seeker working with an organization that would help pay 
their first three months, short-term rental assistance, would you work with them?” 
■ Andrew replied,”Yes, we would. We had feature on FOX12 just recently. She applied for our 

program and realized that the unit was too small. What we did is worked with her, her case 
manager at Home Forward, and then placed both of them in a new unit.” 

○ Nui Bezaire, JOHS, commented, “We’re in the midst of relaunching our moving on program in the 
community and it’d be interesting to see if there’s opportunities to work together. Most of that is 
for Permanent Supportive Housing (PSH) and would be long-term subsidy, so we’d have to work 
around that.” 
■ Andrew explained that their ultimate goal is to create a community-based provider network, 

recognizing that the majority demographic of the area is white homeowners. He closed by 
explaining that, “The biggest hurdle we have is finding providers. Sharing your intimate space 
with a stranger is admitting you can't maintain it yourself, which is admitting a vulnerability. 
That isn’t easy.” 

○ Andrew provided his contact information to the workgroup in case any members are interested in 
discussing potential partnerships. Visit their website for more information. 

 
● Kaiser’s Thrive Local & Unite Us Demo 

○ Kristin Kane, Kaiser Permanente, appeared before the workgroup to discuss a new initiative by 
Kaiser called Thrive Local. This initiative is in partnership with Unite Us, a software developer 
focused on connecting health care entities and community-based organizations. 

○ Kristin explained that the Northwest region is the first area to launch the initiative. She introduced 
Celia Higueras and David Caress, representatives of Unite Us, to discuss their platform and 
provide a brief demonstration. 
■ A slideshow was provided alongside this demonstration. Contact Unite Us if you are 

interested in attending a similar presentation. 
■ A one-pager summarizing Thrive Local was also provided. 

○ David began the presentation by quickly describing some of his work history, and how he ended 
up at Unite Us. He spent years working at Central City Concern (CCC) directly impacting the 
health, employment, housing, and life of individuals. Prior to his work at CCC, David was a social 
worker, where he witnessed firsthand the difficulties with connecting people to services. Namely, 
the frustration when you can identify someone’s needs but can't figure out how to connect them to 
those services. David remarked that this can sometimes mean the difference between life and 
death. 

https://www.huduser.gov/portal/sites/default/files/pdf/Worst-Case-Housing-Needs.pdf
https://www.kptv.com/news/program-in-portland-sets-to-encourage-people-to-share-their/article_fd5a5e08-88c8-11e9-aebd-1f3ba7104172.html
mailto:abrown@emoregon.org
http://emoregon.org/mhs/
https://permanente.org/kaiser-permanente-launches-social-health-network-to-address-needs-on-a-broad-scale/
https://www.uniteus.com/solutions/
https://www.uniteus.com/contact/
http://ahomeforeveryone.net/s/Thrive_Local_Flier_20190619.pdf
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○ That juncture where Unite Us believes it can help. The agency started seven years ago by 
veterans in New York trying to improve veteran services management. Now, Unite Us has over 
50 coordinated care networks across the country. Prior to this partnership with Kaiser, their 
largest operation was a public-private project for the State of North Carolina. 

○ David remarked on the difficulties with merging shared knowledge, noting that often resource 
directories are localized to an agency or single person, or don’t get updated frequently. He noted 
that when one makes a referral, they often don’t know whether the client ended up connecting 
with those services or not. Thrive Local will work to connect healthcare and social services on a 
digital platform to make that kind of follow-up work possible. 

○ The platform will have three major aspects: 
■ Resource Directory 
■ Coordinated Network 
■ Technology Platform 

○ David also described benefits of Thrive Local: 
■ It can be viewed like a public utility, providing a uniform system for healthcare providers, 

insurers, community organizations, and government agencies to coordinate care, collaborate 
and track progress, outcomes, and even subsequent referrals. This transfers follow-up to a 
shared responsibility and makes it so standards for referrals can be developed by the 
community itself. 

■ Can be used to more easily connect clients to resources. 
■ Added ability to gather data locally and nationally. 

○ In response to concerns about privacy compliance, David explained that Unite Us is compliant 
with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPPA) standards, utilizing informed 
consent forms at the front-end of the process. 

○ David stressed the role of influencers in the design process, adding, “We want to include 
community collaborators to help shape the network around this community. We want to address 
concerns and work to find the answers together.” 
■ David shared that there would be a Kick-Off event for Thrive Local on August 9th.  

○ Kristin reiterated that Kaiser’s goal with the project is to create a public utility, and part of that 
investment is to pay for all the user licenses for any entity or person who joins the network. 

○ Liv Jenssen, DCJ, asked, “What is the difference between this and Collective Medical?” 
■ Kristin responded, “They see themselves as operating in different spaces. Collective is about 

figuring out the exchange of data for Electronic Health Records (EHR) to talk about case 
management. But Unite Us is about the referral and connecting a person to resources, and 
how those resources are connected to one another. It’s about centering the client’s needs 
and not make them chase us around.” 

○ Liv asked a second question, “I see that this could even be used in jails to connect people to 
resources. Is that right?” 
■ Kristin acknowledged this was true, elaborating that intersecting and complementary 

programs, such as housing for those in re-entry, is one aim of the project. 
■ David added that at CCC, PreManage was a system that he worked with. He noted that 

there’s some communication between them and Unite Us. 
○ Lori Kelley, Oregon Health Authority (OHA), asked, “How does this work with community 

referrals. Is it a limited geographic network?” 
■ David replied by explaining that services would be able to connect down as far as Eugene, 

and stressed that it could be thought of as one larger network instead of separate local 
networks. 

○ Claudia Schroeder, Tri-County 911, inquired about what effect the informed consent has on 
referrals. 
■ David clarified that no client information will be gathered without informed consent, and that it 

can be revoked at any time by the individual. Without a current form on file, providers won’t 
be able to send a referral. 

https://blog.uniteus.com/united-way-of-north-carolina-and-unite-us-announce-partnership-to-deliver-next-generation-information-and-referral-system-statewide
https://www.uniteus.com/rsvp-kpnw-thrive-local-kick-off/
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■ Separately, if a partner is not in the system, it does allow for an out-of-network referral. That 
also gives Unite Us an opportunity to reach out and see if that organization wants to 
incorporate into the network. 

○ Mike Savara, CCC, asked, “Can it be used as a directory for those who don’t want to enroll? Is 
there an ability to track service gaps?” 
■ David confirmed that the directory could be printed, including eligibility criteria for programs. 
■ Kristin, responding to the second question, acknowledged the system would be able to 

provide data to identify what services are lacking in resources. 
○ At this point, David and Celia provided a walkthrough of the Unite Us platform, demonstrating 

how to create a new client, send referrals, complete the informed consent process, and more. 
Another notable feature included printing and sending messages via text or email directly from 
the platform. 
■ Click here for an online overview of the platform or to request a demonstration. 

○ In response to questions about setting standards, David explained that some communities have 
generic tools for social determinant assessments. He suggested that a single community-wide 
tool could be used to then make recommendations based on the network composition, and 
stressed that any tool like that would be community-driven as far as design. 

○ Andrew Brown, Metro HomeShare, asked, “Is it possible for someone seeking housing to have 
the same referral being explored by multiple housing agencies? The referral system might need 
to be adapted for that.” 
■ David suggested one way to address that would be to add a “hold for review” function. He 

reiterated that Unite Us wants to design this kind of nuance with the community itself. 
○ Kerri Slingerland, Oregon Health & Science University (OHSU), asked, “What about electronic 

health records? We often struggle with that dual process, health records vs case management 
records. Is there any capacity to integrate them?” 
■ Kristin responded by explaining that for Kaiser, records can be accessed through Epic 

Connect using a single sign-on.  
○ Mike Savara asked, “Do you see this ever being able to replace servicepoint?” 

■ David responded by describing the Application Programming Interface (API) and noting that it 
is adaptable to any other API. Unite us can’t currently interface with servicepoint, but may be 
able to in the future. 

○ David concluded that there is a lot of difficulty housing people, especially long-term, and 
expressed hope that this platform can be an opportunity to help get clients needs addressed 
collectively and effectively. 

○ Liv stated that, “There is an opportunity here for thinking about integration. We know that is 
important, because health is always tied to housing. Providers just don’t always have the time to 
work with systems. It needs to be safe and streamlined for users and service providers. I love any 
system that can integrate and improve service delivery, but also decrease that time in front of a 
screen entering data. Having a standardized community assessment is really beneficial because 
you only have to do that once. Resurging trauma repeatedly can be re-traumatizing and cause a 
loss of trust in services.”  

○ It was requested that time on a future AHFE Coordinating Board meeting be made to give a 
similar presentation on Unite Us and Thrive Local. 

 
● Frequent Users Systems Engagement (FUSE) Update 

○ Heather Lyons, Corporation for Supportive Housing (CSH), appeared by phone before the 
workgroup to provide a brief update on FUSE. 
■ The FUSE project in Multnomah County began about a year ago. CSH has since been 

primarily working with engaging systems leaders and CORE (Center for Outreach Research 
and Education). 

■ Multnomah County Commissioner Meiran is someone CSH has highlighted as their political 
lead. At the same time, Multnomah County Chair Kafoury and City of Portland Mayor Wheeler 
have also indicated a great deal of interest in FUSE. 

https://www.uniteus.com/platform/
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○ CSH has engaged with a number of entities in these three systems and narrowed down based on 
data-availability. The systems are: 
■ Homelessness - Shelter system data and Coordinated Access for Adults (CAA) list. 
■ Sheriff's Office, Dept. of Community Justice, Portland Police Bureau  
■ HealthShare Oregon, CareOregon, Unity Behavioral Health  
■ CSH has also engaged with non-profits, such as CCC and Cascadia Behavioral Health. 

○ Janet Hamilton, Project Access NOW, noted that some missing populations might be able to be 
identified through OHA’s All Payer All Claims Database (APAC). 

 
● General Updates & Announcements 

○ Liv thanked members for attending and reminded that there is no meeting scheduled for the 
month of July. 

CONFERENCE CALL ACCESS 
Call-in Number: (888) 808-6929 
Participant Code: 6073941 

ACTION ITEMS 
ITEM  ASSIGNED 

1. Arrange Thrive Local presentation before AHFE Coordinating Board Paul Stark 

NEXT MEETING 
Wednesday, August 21, 2019 
9:00 AM – 10:30 AM 
Joint Office of Homeless Services 
Conference Room  
721 SW Oak Street, Suite 100 
Portland, OR 97205 
 
 


